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Example for the analysis of a flashing indication switch, assignment of the nominal value of the bulb

Description of the program:
The simulation program ELSim allows to set up d.c. circuit switches, where measurings can be made for those
with volt and ammeters.

To build up the electric circuits the standard modules of the automotive (basic) electrics are available. Switches,
fuses, bulbs, relays, potentiometers, voltage sources, etc., are taken of the module reserve, placed on the work
space ( max. 45 nodes / 100 modules in total ) and connected with cables.
After having integrated all modules into the requested circuit, the parametrization of the circuit elements effects.

Resistances are assigned with a resistor value, voltage sources receive an internal resistor and a nominal vol-
tage, bulbs obtain nominal votlage and nominal power, fuses are assigned with the fuse value in Ampere, line
links can be defined according to length and cross section.

After the circuit is ready, the simulation is started. All switches, potentiometers, controllable voltage sources etc.
can be operated during the running simulation. Also unstable circuits (for ex. cyclic switches with 2 relays) can
be simulated!

The effects of switching operations or voltage variations can be read off immediately at the measured values
(voltage, current) or at the behaviour of bulbs, fuses, relais etc.

The simulation program allows the executions of experiments, which otherwise could only be done much more
extensive (and expensive) with original modules. Established switches can be stored, printed, be protected
against alteration by entering a code word, and be used in worksheets.
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ELSim - Switching Simulation
Within the program the following switching elements are available:

Structural element switching node, base, text element (type size and colour adjustable)
Voltmeter, ammeter internal resistance adjustable
Resistance resistance value adjustable
Potentiometer resistance value adjustable to the simulation running time
Power resistance cable length and cable cross section between two elements adjustable
Voltage source source voltage and internal resistance adjustable
Regulable voltage source source voltage adjustable to the simulation running time, internal resistance

adjustable
Bulb nominal voltage and power adjustable, brightness in steps, current-dependent
Switch break contact, make contact, pushbutton controlled/switching, combinable,

relay operated,multi-step switch
Relay coil resistance, nominal voltage adjustable
Fuse maximum power adjustable, blowing apparently
Wiper motor, flasher wiper motor with 2 speeds, brake- and limit position contact, Flasher relay with

2 pilot lamp connections (towing vehicle, trailer)

When conceiving the simulation program it was very
important to create an easy handling.
ELSim can be used by students without a long practi-
ce and without a complex background knowledge.

Corresponding to the work with right“ modules, a re-
sistance parallel switching is built up with a battery,
two resistances and several laboratory plug-in cables.

A more realistic simulation is made by the assignment
of power resistances. Two modules are marked and
the cable length between the modules and the cross
section of the cable are entered.

This is reasonable especially then if for example relais
switches for driving light should be explained.

From the disposable modules user-defined switches
can be created and tested afterwards.

To connect volt- and ammeters nodal elements can
be used at those places of the switching where the
measuring should be made.

Beside the different switching elements, also text ele-
ments are disposable to indicate modules resp. swit-
ches.

To each switching an explanation resp. aid or working
text can be assigned by using the text editor of the
program. This text can be displayed together with the
switching or printed out as worksheet.

Order-number:
Single place licence 0000 3939

School licence 0000 3940

System requirements:
Windows 95,98, 200, XP, Vista or windows 7

CD-ROM device

Screen resolution 800 x 600 px


